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Ueberschall announces the availability of Rock

Rock

Elastik Inspire Series
The „Elastik Inspire Serie - Rock“ offers you great inspiration for professional rock productions. The first-class produced instrument tracks
including drums, bass, guitars, piano, synths and organ tracks can easily be arranged to create your own rock song. The combination of the previously published packages „Funk&Soul“, „House“ and „Urban“ give you the
possibility to cross over the genres and built new sound diversities.
Content:
In the new release are more than 3.4 GB and 1350 licks and loops consisting of 4 bar and 8 bar. Some guitar solos are even 16 bars long. The
Rock-Library is just the right venture for new, rock and atmospheric
music production like Alternative, Garage, Grunge, Glam, Psychedelia,
Punk, Surf and Indie.
The dynamic played drums include the mix or the individual tracks like
bass drum, snare drum, hihat closed, hihat open and ride. They can be
combined with additional tom loops, break parts, drum solos and especially with drum add-ons like cowbell, crash loops, tambourine, percussion fx and snare rolls. Create over 100.000 Rock drum grooves within
seconds.
730 instruments loops containing: electric bass, synthesizer, electric
guitar, acoustic guitar, organ and piano. The electric guitars played
& recorded in various styles & sounds such as solo, rhythmic, tremolo,
crunch, clean and distortion.
Each sample was prepared for the „Elastik Inspire Series“ in perfect
harmony with the other packages „Funk & Soul“, „House“ and „Urban“.
How does „Elastik Inspire Series“ work?
The „Elastik Inspire Series“ goes beyond previous boundaries of sample
libraries. All loops and tonal phrases fit together perfectly every time,
even across genres. Each sample is automatically detected and stretched
to the song tempo.
The Elastik 2 Player, the 3.4 GB sample library and the elaborate tag-

ging system aid in spontaneously creating new tracks. The workflow is
fast, simple and clear.
Any instrument can be replaced with samples of the same instrument group
at random via the intelligent random-replacement function. The results
always work flawlessly. All samples of the „Elastik Inspire Series“ match
perfectly. This creates millions of opportunities for new and inspiring
tracks.
Everything is possible!
The „Elastik Inspire Series“ represents an inexhaustible source of inspiration especially for creative people in the music, film, multimedia
and web industry. Due to the high quality of ueberschall products the
created tracks can be immediately integrated into one‘s own projects without any further treatment.
What do the different functions mean?
Using the „Random“ button, new combinations of instruments can be created automatically. The selected sample will be replaced by a randomly
selected sample of the same instrument class. The tagging system keeps
track of certain features, such as the type of instrument of the sample.
Thereby samples are selected from all genres.
Apart from its new graphic interface, Elastik 2 offers a whole new range
of desirable features: The self-explanatory browser, designed for fast
access to any loaded sound libraries. Browser features: The multiple
filter search function allows quickly to find sounds. Prelisten the whole
library content in-sync to host tempo and tag favorite samples.
The central Loopeye surface focuses all attention on the loop. All
editing is now done inside the Loopeye. Within Loopeye you can record
all cursor movements for automation purposes. Elastik 2 even features a
sequence mode. Slice up your loop and access an unmatched multitude of
editing features for each part.
Due to the advanced architecture of the élastique pro algorithm by zplane.development, realtime sync-to-host is an integral part of Elastik 2.
It also provides highest sound quality and CPU-friendly processing. A
random replacement function is a ground breaking feature to create new
loops and sounds. Elastik 2 now offers a completely dynamic zoom function
to resize its window format.
In several videos on our site each function will be explained in detail.
Loop to Inspire!
Library Features:
- 3.4 GB, 1350 Loops
- authentic content for each genre
- Random Button for new inspiration
- automatic speed adjustment to existing projects

- infinite possibilities of new tracks and inspiration / ideas
- concerted tonality within the loops
Player Features:
- innovative loopeye functions
- fast browser features (multiple filter search, tagging)
- prelisten in sync
- sequence mode (loads of edtiting features per slice)
- random sound replacement
- parameter automation
- realtime sync to host
- bounce of original and modified loops
- resizeable window format
- mutiple soundbank management
- timestretch and pitchshift in best quality
http://www.ueberschall.com
Genre: Rock
Elastik Soundbank for Mac/PC/AU/VST/RTAS/StandAlone
Elastik Player included - no sampler required!
Available for
149,- Euro
Ueberschall is distributed
www.bestservice.de 		
www.bigfishaudio.com
www.crypton.co.jp 		
-

by:
Europe
North America
Japan

Elastik 2 Features:
+ innovative loopeye functions
+ fast browser features (multiple filter search, tagging)
+ prelisten in sync
+ sequence mode (loads of edtiting features per slice)
+ random sound replacement
+ parameter automation
+ realtime sync to host
+ bounce of original and modified loops
+ resizeable window format
+ mutiple soundbank management
+ timestretch and pitchshift in best quality
Further Information and free download soundbanks at:
www.ueberschall.com
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